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1. Governance
1.1 The Smart Energy GB Board
The structure of the Smart Energy GB Board is set out in the Standard Conditions of Electricity 
and Gas Supply, Electricity Distribution and Gas Transporter Licences (“the supplier licences”). 
The Board is chaired by Mark Lund OBE and its membership on 11 November 2022 was: 

Chair:
• Mark Lund

Representing the interests of energy suppliers:
• Martin Aylward
• Daren Carter
• Steven Day
• Jill Dougan
• Kerry Maisey
• Elvin Nagamootoo 

Representing the interests of energy consumers:
• Steve Crabb
• Maxine Frerk
• Chris MacLeod 
• Ann McKechin

Chief Executive:
• Dan Brooke

The Smart Energy GB Board is pleased to recommend its 2023 domestic and non-domestic 
budgets to the company’s members for approval. This document details the organisation’s 
objectives, strategic approach, detailed activities for 2023 and the associated budget. It 
has been developed in consultation with suppliers. If any supplier has questions on the 
information enclosed or would like to discuss any aspect of it, please contact Alistair Gibbons 
in the first instance (Alistair.Gibbons@smartenergyGB.org).
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1.2 The Performance Management Framework (PMF)
The Performance Management Framework is a document which stipulates the performance 
metrics and targets that provide the direction to Smart Energy GB’s activities. The 
performance of Smart Energy GB’s activities is evaluated against those metrics and targets. 
As such, the PMF is an important document for the Board, the Department for Business, 
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), Ofgem, suppliers and all other stakeholders to 
understand both Smart Energy GB’s direction and the basis for evaluating its performance.

The Board is responsible for producing and maintaining the PMF. The PMF advisory 
sub-committees (domestic and non-domestic) exist to advise and support the Board in 
its responsibility to produce and maintain the PMF, and is chaired by a board member 
representing the interests of energy suppliers. All relevant suppliers are invited and 
encouraged to attend the PMF sub-committee. Small suppliers, too, are encouraged to 
contribute. 
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2. Introduction
Rising energy prices are having a significant impact on the lives of millions of customers, and 
suppliers are working hard in these changing and challenging times to best support them. The 
Government’s new support package will have a significant impact on customers’ ability to get 
through the crisis for the time it exists. However, many are still under great stress, especially 
customers in vulnerable circumstances (CIVCs) as we head into winter. 

Getting and using a smart meter remains a simple thing that customers can do, at no extra cost, 
to help them save energy and money.

In H2 2021 and H1 2022 there was strong demand for smart meters, generated in part by 
the strength of SEGB’s activities (as seen in econometrics). However, demand appears to 
be softening, as a result of the energy crisis. Elsewhere in the funnel, the 2022 cumulative 
installation run rate is behind BEIS target levels and it seems likely that the 2022 run rate will fall 
short of target. 2023 targets remain in place.

While there are doubtless multiple reasons for these trends, the rollout is clearly now facing 
stronger headwinds than before the crisis. 
 
SEGB is committed to doing everything possible to support the rollout, for customers and 
suppliers, through these challenging times. We believe the best way we can do this is to 
re-double our efforts to fulfil our existing duties: to maximise domestic and non-domestic 
installations and usage, especially for CIVCs.  As we do this, SEGB is adapting its approach now 
and throughout 2023, in a number of key ways to fulfil our duties and mitigate the challenges, 
wherever possible.
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3. Overview of approach
3.1 Current position of smart meter penetration 
The rollout of smart meters has made substantial progress during 2022, passing the 50% 
mark earlier in the year. However, the current run rate is progressing behind the run rate 
required to achieve the 2022 end of year target. 
 
Fig 1: Market penetration forecasts (2022-24) against actuals (2022)

The BEIS Q2 installation report shows that installations in H1 have tracked behind target. 
Domestic installs in H1 were 26% below the target run rate (c63k per week vs a required rate 
of c85k), and in non-domestic it was 36% below the target run rate (c2.3k/week vs c3.6k). The 
most recent weekly figures suggest that this gap is widening. 

Given the uplift required in H2 and latest Q3 figures, it is expected that the 2022 target will not 
be met, making 2023 targets more challenging. 
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3.2 Planning assumptions
In 2022, our planning work included a stakeholder consultation on what the key planning 
assumptions should be for SEGB. This consultation also involved other key stakeholders such 
as BEIS and Citizens Advice. The Board would like to thank all those that contributed.

Key outcomes of the consultation which framed the planning assumptions for 2023 include:

1. For 2023 it is expected that the rollout will remain without the introduction of any new 
market-wide policy stimulus levers to drive installations further. 

2. The ongoing financial distress for both domestic and microbusiness customers was 
generally felt to be driving the importance of personal finance and control messaging, 
without losing the ‘bigger picture’ benefits, and that these may still be key for some 
audiences.

3. Responders generally felt that there were both opportunities and risks within the media 
environment; with opportunities to highlight stories of how smart meters have helped 
consumers through the difficult economic situation, but also rollout costs, and matters 
such as 2G/3G having the potential to drive negative coverage.

4. In light of the rollout remaining without any new market-wide policy stimulus levers in 
2023, the consultation respondents agreed that SEGB activity should support the pool of 
seekers/accepters available for conversion to bookings, meaning:

a. Within the domestic market, SEGB should focus on engaging with rejecters or 
those who are currently indifferent to getting a smart meter in order to increase their 
inclination towards having one installed. 

b. More actively converting seekers/accepters into bookings and installations.

c. Within the microbusiness market, SEGB activity should focus on building awareness 
of smart meters for business and that awareness growth translates into a favourability 
towards getting one.

5. In 2023 CIVCs should continue to be engaged at scale, mitigating the increasing risk of 
rejection, using macro characteristics which encompass a wide range of circumstances.

6. The market context of the energy crisis will provide challenges but also an opportunity to 
make sure that positive smart meter messages land well.

  

These assumptions provide the basis of planning activity and setting 2022 targets (see 
below).
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*     NB seek/accept is an alternative middle funnel metric to enquiries used as a PMF KPI. It is not incorporated into modelling due to lack of historic trend and 
sampling volatility on the weekly tracker. Enquiries is only available as an index so not suitable for broader organisational target setting or use as a PMF KPI

^      Only top prompted message is shown as position in ranking as a key determinate of strength of takeout alongside absolute level of endorsement
^^Spontaneous message takeout data is only available on a monthly basis

Attention + Enjoyable + 
Relevance

Recall + Message takeout

Mental Availability
(aka top of mind

spontanious awareness

Enquiries*

Installs

Campaign 
Effectiveness
Measurement

Economic
Modelling
KPI Stack

Campaign diagnostics (w/c 05/10):
Grabs attention (XX%) + Enjoyable (XX%) + Relevance (XX%) 
H&P relevance comparator level 47%
Source: Ad tracker, non-smart pop.

Campaign recall (w/c 05/10):
XX%
H&P comparator level 57%
Source: Ad tracker, non-smart pop.

Campaign top prompted message (w/c 05/10)^: 
‘Having a smart meter could save me money’ (xx%) Guideline level 45%
Campaign top spontaneous message (Sept ‘20)^^:
Smart meters deliver national value NET (XX%) Guideline level 33%
Smart meters deliver personal value NET (XX%) Guideline level 33%

Weekly percentage of adults who, when asked about energy products, technologies, or 
services which help manage househould energy consumption, mention smart meter as 
their first response
Source: Ad tracker

Weekly index volume of Google searches for enquiries and positive information searches 
for phrases such as “I want a smart meter”, “book a smart meter installation”, “British 
Gas smart meter”
Source: Google trends

Weekly volume of first-time installations of domestic, electricity smart meters
Source: Electralink

+

3.3 Monitoring performance
Keeping an accurate and up-to-date view of performance will be part of the monitoring 
approach over the two phases. The Board has agreed a set of core metrics to evaluate the 
performance of SEGB’s consumer-facing activities that drive installations, summarised in the 
cone below. 
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4. PMF objectives for 2023
The PMF sub-committees (both domestic and non-domestic) have given Smart Energy GB 
a clear articulation of the metrics and targets of the Performance Management Framework. 
The objectives and metrics for 2023 are detailed below.

Domestic PMF metrics for SEGB in 2023 

Metric End-H2 2022 Baseline Target

Seek/Accept - The percentage 
of the non-smart GB adult 
population who state that they 
would seek or accept in the next 
six months

Established by Outlook, Nov ‘22

(NB. Latest indicator as of May 
‘22 = 36%)

Minimise the softening - set a 
realistically ambitious level whilst 
acknowledging that ‘22 and ’23 
installation targets are unlikely to 
be met

Rejection - The number of 
non-smart GB adult population 
who state that they would reject 
if offered in the next six months

Established by Outlook, 
conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ‘22 = 40% = 10m 
adults)

Reduce absolute numbers

Attitude 
Sub-demographics - Seek/
Accept for low income, prepay, 
private renters, over-65, and in 
fuel poverty

Established by Outlook, Nov ‘22

(May ’22: Low Income: 30%, 
Prepay: 41%, Private renters: 
47%, 65+: 24%, Fuel Poverty: 
32%)

Monitor for all, maintain/improve 
for low income and over-65

Conversion - The proportion of 
GB adults without a smart meter 
reporting as ‘got/due/tried to 
get’ a smart meter in following 
six months

Established by Re-contact study 
in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ’22 = 26%)

Minimise expected taper - set a 
realistically ambitious level whilst 
acknowledging that ’22 and ’23 
installation targets are unlikely to 
be met

Installations - Rolling weekly 
run rate of smart meter 
installations

To be established by Electralink 
electricity meter installs using 
Q4 2022 avg

Monitor
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Metric End-H2 2022 Baseline Target

SEGB contribution to 
installations - The volume of 
installations attributed to SEGB 
activity

To be established by Annalect 
Econometric analysis of 2022

Monitor vs. 2022 noting impact 
of wider market conditions and 
‘drag effects’

Message takeout - Though not 
a metric, sharing of analysis of 
message takeout vs. intended 
takeout for the audience 
segment(s) being targeted

Comparison made against 
National Smart Tracker 
comparator levels

Monitor

Usage - Smart population (with 
smart functionality) reporting 
“I actively manage how I use 
energy around my home”

Established by Outlook, 
conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ’22 = 59%)

Maintain or improve

Usage - Smart population (with 
smart functionality) reporting 
that having a smart meter has 
had a “great /fair difference” to 
their energy use

Established by Outlook, 
conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ’22 = 42%)

Maintain or improve
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Non-Domestic PMF metrics for SEGB in 2023   
PMF Metrics for SEGB in 2023, monitoring within premise-based microbusinesses where 
possible.

Area End-H2 2022 Baseline Target

Awareness - Amongst premise-
based microbusinesses, 
awareness that smart meters are 
available to businesses

Established by Microbusiness 
Tracker, conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ‘22 = 73%)

Monitor

Seek/Accept - The percentage 
of premise-based  
microbusinesses who state 
that they would seek or accept 
a smart meter in the next six 
months

Established by Microbusiness 
Tracker, conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ‘22 = 26%)

Increase

Rejection - The number of 
premise-based microbusinesses 
who state that they would reject 
a smart meter if offered in the 
next six months

Established by Microbusiness 
Tracker, conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ‘22 = 26% = # 
businesses TBC subject to 
market sizing)

Reduce

Installations - Rolling weekly 
run rate of smart meter 
installations

Established by Electralink 
electricity meter installs using 
Q4 2022 average

Monitor

Usage - Smart population 
reporting “I actively manage 
how I use energy in my 
business”

Established by Microbusiness 
Tracker, conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ’22 = 45% nb. low 
base size)

Monitor

Usage - Smart population 
reporting that having a smart 
meter has had a “great /fair 
difference” to their business 
energy use

Established by Microbusiness 
Tracker, conducted in Nov ‘22

(NB. May ’22 = 48% nb. low 
base size)

Montior
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Existing SEGB strategy New SEGB strategy

Messaging Mix of national and personal benefits, 
weighted towards national and, within 
national, weighted towards green 
messaging.

Mix of national and personal benefits, 
but now prioritising personal – which is 
dominated by messaging about ‘energy 
management’. With national benefits, 
a new ‘energy security’ message will 
receive most weight, followed then by 
environmental.

Targeting Primary focus on rejecters, then seek/
accept and CIVCs, with indifferents and 
regional targeting in test and learn mode.

Focus on softening rejection where 
possible, but also maximising conversion 
of seek/accept and increasing activities 
targeted at CIVCs, indifferents and 
regional.

5.1 Adjusting our approach to match the environment
The biggest changes to our strategy in 2023 are in message prioritisation and targeting, with more 
support for CIVCs in particular – all the while maintaining the agile and sensitive overall approach we 
developed during COVID.

5. 2023 campaign
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1. Maximise domestic installs 2. Increase CIVCs support 3. Maximise usage 4. Maximise microbusiness
installs

Shift message weight to personal benefit of ‘energy mgt’ and national benefit to ‘energy security’ 
(supported by green). CIVCs budget + £0.6m. Increase targeting among several other groups

£0.2m microbusiness budget 
increase Localisation test

Maximise conversion from  
seek/accept using proven direct 
response channels (digital, 
door-to-door) 

Soften rejection where possible, 
with new messaging, and borrowed 
equity from their most trusted media 
partners

Media targeting of indifferents in 
moments and mindsets when doing 
‘admin’ tasks

More local activity and targeted 
media (inc door-to-door) and 
messaging

CIVCS budget increase enables 
more national partnerships such 
as the innovative new trial with 
ASDA 
 
Also enables us to respond to the 
growth in the fuel-poor audience 
and address declines in key CIVCs’ 
smart attitudes, targeting rejecters in 
fuel-poor and low income  
audiences 
 
Adjust our macro-characteristics 
strategy to target the following 
groups: Fuel Poverty, Carers,  
Prepay and Lack Basic Digital  
Skills

The shift to the ‘energy 
management’ strand has been 
effective at driving usage 
 
This strong double-duty effect 
ensures positive usage behaviour  
is delivered to SM owners in a  
highly effective and efficient way

Expanding the role of energy 
saving tips will be explored across 
Marketing, PR and Corporate  
Affairs 
 
PR and Corporate Affairs will 
address specific information 
issues such as understanding of 
meter/IHD functionality

Grow awareness and 
consideration throughout the 
year with a suggested small, third, 
national campaign burst 

Drive conversion with a regional 
test of operational co-ordination 
with suppliers

Messaging to normalise and 
promote SMs as something that 
makes business sense in these 
challenging times

5. Increase co-ordination to deliver impact and efficiency

Continue agile and sensitive approach developed during COVID

Longer term rollout goals supported through further policy development in collaboration with BEIS and industry

5.2 Summary of 2023 activity
Our overall aim is to maximise installations and usage through these challenging times, especially among CIVCs, by maximising demand 
momentum with new messaging and targeting strategies.
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Marketing SEGB will be focused on maximising conversion from seek/accept pools: using direct response activity, largely digital plus local 
and door-to-door; scaled by working collaboratively with suppliers to improve measurement framework and final conversion levels

We’ll target the rejecters, where possible, with tailored messaging:
• We’ll continue to sensitively develop the ‘energy management’ personal benefit with further energy saving tips
• There will be a new national ‘energy security’ proposition (increasing reliance on home grown energy and reducing reliance on 

imported gas) to drive reappraisal
• Greater representation of rejecters alongside Einstein, expanding his world with more ‘people like me’, supported by tighter attitudinal 

targeting, and more media partnerships with media brands/personalities that rejecters trust (not just spot advertising) 

We’ll use media targeting of indifferents when doing low interest jobs to tip them into one more action 

PR There will be themed, macro PR campaigns across multiple channels (traditional and social media, media partnerships), covering both 
‘energy management’ (targeting fuel-poor and those for whom energy management can make most difference), and ‘energy security’ 
(targeting rejecters and indifferents)

There will be increased use of expert voices (academics/ charities etc) and of consumer case studies – real life stories – to provide 
credibility and build trust. Selective use of ‘celebrity’ paid talent, potentially for multiple tactical executions

We’ll anticipate and mitigate negative news coverage around product performance and customer experience through robust news 
management: reactive positioning statements; close working with stakeholders; media Q&A and FAQs; background media briefings

We’ll deliver responsive PR activity – using the news hooks generated by the wider conversation about the energy crisis to promote SM 
benefits

Corporate 
Affairs

We’ll use professional stakeholder channels to drive consumer demand, tailoring materials, and managing and mitigating reputational 
risk

We’ll engage local authorities to create more local channels to drive consumer demand 

The above will be supported by evidence-based research, developed into assets and video content to be shared by stakeholders, to tell the 
smart meter story including a focus on the benefits of the smart grid and flexible energy to consumers and GB

5.3 Detailed plans
Strategy objective 1: Maximise domestic installs
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Marketing There will be an increase in national partnerships spend required to respond to the scale of the task. Partnerships will leverage trust 
and provide reassurance, particularly for fuel-poor customers (e.g. innovative ASDA partnership trial)

We will focus on fuel-poor customers through upweighted media buy with use of media partnerships to support advocacy and 
mitigate against negative perceptions

Prepay activity will include a dedicated strand of Einstein, and the extension of the prepay content series for partners

SEGB will drive recommendation among carers by targeting the breadth of family, friends, and carers through new partnerships and 
digital activity

Finally, SEGB will target people who lack basic digital skills as a new route into the more vulnerable portion of 65+. This will be done 
through test and learn partnerships and media partnerships

PR An energy management themed campaign will target CIVC audiences, particularly those identified as fuel-poor

There will be a programme of drumbeat PR activity which will align with specific initiatives and audiences of prepay, carers, private 
renters and those lacking basic digital skills

Corporate 
Affairs

There will be a focus on key CIVC groups, amplifying partnerships activity including joint activity with Carers UK, NEA and Citizens 
Advice amongst others

This will be supported by content creation to showcase benefits CIVCs gain from smart tech and flexible energy systems, drawing on 
international case studies 

In collaboration with BEIS and the Department for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC), SEGB will continue to drive 
integrated campaigns to raise awareness of renters’ right to a smart meter, and identify further opportunities to influence

Strategy objective 2: Increase CIVCs support
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Marketing The ‘energy management’ strand of Einstein carries a strong usage message, modelling the use of the IHD and budgeting functionality. 
This strand will dominate activity and should therefore continue to work as ‘double duty’ to drive usage among owners, as well as 
installations among non-owners

The test of data clean rooms (InfoSum) could open up bespoke paid media investment in usage should we be able to use owner data in 
more addressable media channels, to target only those with a smart meter with specific messaging

PR SEGB will deliver initiatives and content that demonstrate “what to expect from your installation and smart meter” to help us tackle 
misperceptions and any distrust in the product and process

SEGB will deliver initiatives that help to improve understanding of and engagement with future, flexible energy systems and the role 
of smart meters within these

Corporate 
Affairs

There will be sharable content (and a step-up in engagement) to support well-informed use of IHDs and linked usage behaviours, and 
tackle misconceptions which lead to accuracy concerns

We’ll explore energy literacy, implications for consumer usage behaviours now, and how to ensure consumer confidence in, and 
engagement with, future, flexible energy systems

Strategy objective 3: Maximise usage
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Marketing We’ll introduce a (smaller) third burst of national activity to grow and stabilise fluctuating awareness/consideration levels, and mirror 
three annual peaks in concern around cash flow, as well as maximising the halo from the three burst strategy in domestic

We’ll rebalance horizontal/vertical targeting to broaden business coverage and contexts (requires new horizontal execution when 
developing suite of work)

Accurate bills/control will remain a priority message, but framed through stronger norming around local and national adoption of SMs, 
promoting smart meters as something that makes business sense in these challenging times

We’ll drive conversion through a regional test of operational co-ordination

PR There’ll be a bespoke microbusiness PR campaign, with multiple PR activations, aligned with the wider focus on balancing national 
and regional/local activity

Corporate 
Affairs

We’ll explore using a more regional approach, using learnings from the 2022 Sutton project, to create more channels and drive 
consideration amongst microbusinesses

We’ll develop compelling content for stakeholders to share on the benefits of smart meters for microbusinesses and their landlords

Strategy objective 4: Maximise microbusiness installs
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Marketing We’ll perform ‘warm/cold’ regional targeting: driving stronger conversion based on the most impactful combination of channels/
messaging for the needs of the area, plus co-ordination with supplier comms and installer availability:

• x5 ‘warm’ areas: with higher seek/accept/indifferent levels, but lower than average installs – so targeting warmer prospects with 
priming media and door-to-door (as per this year, but at greater scale)

• x1 ‘cold’ areas: with higher than average rejection, and lower than average installs – so targeting consideration with rejecters using 
more channels/partnerships/local advocates and local authorities 

Data and tracking to drive efficiency and optimisation:

• InfoSum test to be expanded to enable more personalised delivery of comms e.g. response driving assets to be delivered more 
efficiently to warmer prospects and consideration driving activity to rejecters

• Greater visibility of customer conversion to booking once traffic hits supplier sites, enabling better assessment of quality of traffic

PR Involvement in ‘cold’ regional targeted campaign to further drive local relevance should PR opportunity be feasible in selected area

Continue to collaborate with stakeholders on co-ordinated media handling lines and on responsive news management activity 

Corporate 
Affairs

The Industry Relations team will become a strategic internal consultancy service, to further build insight and analysis of the industry to 
broaden our understanding of how SEGB can support the conditions for success for the smart rollout 

Strategy objective 5: Increase co-ordination
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The total 2023 budget of £38.3m is made up of a domestic budget of £36.1m and a non-domestic 
budget of £2.2m. It is presented with the Board’s recommendation to members for approval.

The 2023 budget (£38.3m) is in line with the 2022 budget of £38.3m. The key headlines are:

• There is a £0.2m increase in microbusiness to increase awareness with additional media.

• There is an increase in the CIVCs budget of £0.6m in recognition of the increasing relevance of 
CIVCs activity as the rollout progresses through the energy crisis.

• In keeping to a par budget, we are offsetting the impact of inflation which we estimate to be 
c£2m. This has been achieved by renegotiating the media contract and reducing agency fees 
with c£0.8m of savings. This is further to savings achieved in 2021 (£1.2m) and in 2020 (£3.5m).

• We recognise that the risk of bad debt (energy suppliers going into administration with unpaid 
SEGB invoices outstanding) is still a risk. We have set aside money on the balance sheet for the 
eventuality and the Board will regularly review that level to ensure it is proportionate to the risk.

6. Budget 2023
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2023 Consolidated budget detail
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Budget 2023 Budget 2022 Variance (£) Variance (%) Notes

Creative development 543,750 1,423,750 693,750 663,750 3,325,000 3,325,016 (16) 0% 1

Digital production/
website 674,107 323,850 556,618 349,618 1,904,193 1,904,193 0 0% 2

Media buy 5,518,216 3,956,458 3,824,307 4,556,591 17,855,571 18,437,571 (582,000) (3%) 3

Marketing Partnerships 1,153,600 636,000 571,000 632,000 2,992,600 2,410,000 582,600 24% 4

Marketing subtotal 7,889,673 6,340,058 5,645,675 6,201,959 26,077,364 26,076,780 584 0%  

Public Affairs 44,000 30,900 37,500 32,600 145,000 180,000 (35,000) (19%) 5

Policy 64,500 10,000 10,000 20,500 105,000 70,000 35,000 50% 6

PR 617,715 521,548 608,215 516,715 2,264,193 2,429,070 (164,877) (7%) 7

Insight and strategy 344,700 694,300 547,450 330,050 1,916,500 1,843,500 73,000 4% 8

Bad debt provision 0 0 0 0 0 180,000 (180,000) (100%) 9

Capital costs total 8,960,588 7,596,806 6,848,840 7,101,824 30,508,057 30,779,350 31,494 0%  

Insourcing 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 72,000 0 72,000 - 10

Contingency 60,750 60,750 60,750 60,750 243,000 0 243,000 - 11

Staff costs 1,401,362 1,401,425 1,403,215 1,574,458 5,780,460 5,477,289 303,171 5.5% 12

Training and 
development 41,107 41,107 41,107 41,107 164,429 168,600 (4,171) (2%) 13

Premises and running 
costs 427,549 -84,863 150,166 30,070 522,922 770,421 (247,499) (32%) 14

Travel and subsistence 22,700 22,700 22,700 22,700 90,800 138,500 (47,700) (34%) 15

ICT 220,295 46,292 88,425 -39,734 315,278 334,294 (19,016) (6%) 16

Other finance costs 163,029 98,929 95,806 210,092 567,854 597,008 (29,154) (5%) 17

Fixed operating 
costs total 2,354,791 1,604,339 1,880,169 1,917,443 7,756,742 7,486,112 270,630 4%  

Smart Energy GB 
Total 11,315,379 9,201,146 8,729,009 9,019,266 38,264,799 38,265,462 (663) 0%  
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Budget 2023 Budget 2022 Variance (£) Variance (%) Notes

Creative development 483,750 1,283,750 693,750 663,750 3,125,000 3,125,016 (16) 0% 1

Digital production/
website 644,107 323,850 526,618 349,618 1,844,193 1,844,193 0 0% 2

Media buy 5,323,216 3,566,458 3,824,307 4,166,591 16,880,571 17,657,571 (777,000) (4%) 3

Marketing Partnerships 1,053,600 586,000 571,000 582,000 2,792,600 2,210,000 582,600 26% 4

Marketing subtotal 7,504,673 5,760,058 5,615,675 5,761,959 24,642,364 24,836,780 (194,416) (1%)  

Public Affairs 39,000 25,900 37,500 22,600 125,000 158,000 (33,000) (21%) 5

Policy 64,500 10,000 10,000 20,500 105,000 70,000 35,000 50% 6

PR 542,715 446,548 533,215 441,715 1,964,193 2,129,070 (164,877) (8%) 7

Insight and strategic 344,700 641,800 514,950 315,050 1,816,500 1,743,500 73,000 4% 8

Bad debt provision 0 0 0 0 0 180,000 (180,000) (100%) 9

Capital costs total 8,495,588 6,884,306 6,711,340 6,561,824 28,653,057 29,117,350 (464,293) (2%)  

Insourcing 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 72,000 0 72,000 - 10

Contingency 60,750 60,750 60,750 60,750 243,000 0 243,000 - 11

Staff costs 1,401,362 1,401,425 1,403,215 1,574,458 5,780,460 5,477,289 303,171 5.5% 12

Training and 
development 41,107 41,107 41,107 41,107 164,429 168,600 (4,171) (2%) 13

Premises and office 
running costs 427,549 -84,863 150,166 30,070 522,922 770,421 (247,499) (32%) 14

Travel and subsistence 22,700 22,700 22,700 22,700 90,800 138,500 (47,700) (34%) 15

ICT 220,295 46,292 88,425 -39,734 315,278 334,294 (19,016) (6%) 16

Other finance costs 163,029 98,929 95,806 210,092 567,854 597,008 (29,154) (5%) 17

Microbusiness 
allocation (94,860) (145,350) (28,050) (110,160) (378,420) (339,048) (39,372) 12% 18

Fixed operating 
costs total 2,259,931 1,458,989 1,852,119 1,807,283 7,378,322 7,147,064 231,258 3%

Smart Energy GB 
Total 10,755,519 8,343,296 8,563,459 8,369,109 36,031,379 36,264,414 (233,034) (1%)  

2023 Domestic budget detail 
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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Budget 2023 Budget 2022 Variance (£) Variance (%) Notes

Creative development 60,000 140,000 0 0 200,000 200,000 0 0% 1

Digital 30,000 0 30,000 0 60,000 60,000 0 0% 2

Media buy (inc digital 
media buy) 195,000 390,000 0 390,000 975,000 780,000 195,000 25% 3

Marketing Partnerships 100,000 50,000 0 50,000 200,000 200,000 0 0% 4

Marketing total 385,000 580,000 30,000 440,000 1,435,000 1,240,000 195,000 16%  

Public Affairs 5,000 5,000 0 10,000 20,000 22,000 (2,000) -9% 5

PR 75,000 75,000 75,000 75,000 300,000 300,000 0 0% 7

Insight 0 52,500 32,500 15,000 100,000 100,000 0 0% 8

Capital costs total 465,000 712,500 137,500 540,000 1,855,000 1,662,000 193,000 12%  

Overhead allocation 94,860 145,350 28,050 110,160 378,420 339,048 39,372 12% 18

Fixed operating 
costs total 94,860 145,350 28,050 110,160 378,420 339,048 39,372 12%  

Smart Energy GB 
Total 559,860 857,850 165,550 650,160 2,233,420 2,001,048 232,372 12%  

2023 Non-domestic budget detail 
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Notes to the budget (covering domestic and non-domestic variances): 
 
Capital costs 

1. Creative development: this includes the creative agency fees and production costs.  
Agency savings have offset inflationary pressures.

2. Digital: includes development costs for assets to be deployed in digital/social channels 
as well as running costs for the SEGB website. Agency savings have offset inflationary 
pressures.

3. Media buy: includes all ATL media, media partnerships and agency fees/commission.  
The balance of investment between channels will be continually modified in light 
of insight on impact. Media buy includes a provision for local/regional engagement 
initiatives. 

4. Marketing Partnerships: costs include funds passed directly to partner organisations 
(such as charities, community groups and brands) required for the planning, 
development and production of marketing partnerships.

5. Public Affairs: includes all costs relating to building knowledge and advocacy among 
politicians, businesses and stakeholders in England, Wales and Scotland, including 
agency support and tools necessary to manage public correspondence. The small 
reduction is due to assumed lower conference/event expenditure with online equivalents 
continuing with a reallocation of SEGB to the Policy budget below.

6. Policy: includes all costs relating to thought leadership work, including the generation 
of policy evidence and research, and subsequent events. The increase is due to a 
reallocation of policy events from the Public Affairs budget above for greater thought 
leadership work.

7. PR: includes all costs relating to reactive news management and responsiveness, 
including agency support, media monitoring tools, and subscriptions as well as costs 
associated with deploying proactive consumer PR campaigns which includes agency 
support and fees, talent and advocate costs, research for proactive PR purposes, 
copywriting and illustrations, photography and AV/audio asset production. The 
reduction is due to reduced agency spend which in part is generated by insourcing some 
activity with an increase of 1FTE in the PR team. 

8. Insight and strategy: includes all costs and fees required to plan, commission, conduct 
and analyse research for consumer engagement insight, measurement and optimisation 
purposes and evaluation, as set out in this paper. The increase is due to a one-off budget 
provision to review installation forecasts and potential policy interventions.

9. Bad debt reserve: this allocation is an additional contribution to cover the capital costs 
that go unpaid as a result of supplier insolvency. SEGB built up the bad debt reserve 
in 2022. The Board will consider any further increase required from the 2022 budget 
allocation.  
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Fixed operating costs 

10. Insourcing: we have insourced some PR campaign activity, saving costs that fund a new 
post in the PR team.  

11. Contingency: we have set aside this amount to cover the risk of retention given we are 
approaching our completion in 2025. This amount is subject to review by RemCo.

12. Staff costs: includes all direct and indirect staff costs including salaries, national 
insurance, pension contributions, recruitment and some indirect staff benefits. The year 
on year increase is due to an inflationary increase which is based on external insight 
of comparable salary increases, approved by RemCo (which was made up of board 
directors with a majority of energy supplier representatives).  

13. Training and development: including the full training and development costs for 
the organisation including one-to-one training, group training and internal planning 
meetings. 

14. Premises and office running costs: includes the rent, rates and service charge for our 
two offices in London and Edinburgh. The associated running costs (from printing and 
postage to cleaning and general maintenance) are also included. The reduction is due 
some general savings and a one-off reversal of provision that will likely not be required in 
2023 (forecast to be reversed in Q2).

15. Travel and subsistence: the travel costs and associated subsistence when our staff team 
have to travel away from their main place of work for activity for Smart Energy GB. The 
decrease is due to an increase in online activity. 

16. ICT: includes the IT support costs, infrastructure costs, licences (for software, storage and 
security) and network costs. The decrease is due to savings that we have identified. 

17. Other finance costs: includes our external audit fees and our outsourced bookkeeping 
fees, insurance and legal costs, tax, and a £90k provision for fixed operating costs bad 
debt. The decrease is due to a reduced office contingency now that we have been in situ 
in our London office for one year.

18. Microbusiness allocation: this is an allocation to support the microbusiness campaign 
with overheads recharged in direct proportion to capital costs. This is a formula to ensure 
funders pay the same proportion of overheads. The increase reflects the increase in the 
microbusiness budget.
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